
Price List



Chef’s Knife 180 
 
The allrounder that can handle around 80% 
of all cutting tasks. As a “basic knife”, it is 
indispensable and versatile in every kitchen. 
Blade: 180 mm

Chinese Chef’s Knife 180
 
The specially shaped blade makes chopping 
herbs as much a pleasure as chopping and 
transporting food. Blade: 180 mm

Chef’s Knife 140

The universal allround Chef’s Knife with shorter 
blade lies perfectly in the hand thanks to the 
slim and manageable handle, making it ideal for 
cutting or dicing vegetables. Blade: 140 mm

Slicer 260

Precision cutting thanks to the long, thin and 
flexible blade. With this knife, large fish can be 
filleted perfectly and ham can be sliced very 
fine. Blade: 260 mm.

Slicer 160

For all fine work such as paring meat, filleting 
fish, or slicing vegetables and fruit. It is also 
excellently suited to thinly slice bacon and ham. 
Blade: 160 mm

Bread Knife 270

Large bread knife with innovative wave. 
Alternating round and pointed teeth ensure 
effortless cutting. No tearing, no fatigue, gentle 
on the cutting board. Blade: 270 mm

Office Knife 90

The short blade is perfect for peeling and 
cleaning. If required, the Office can also be used 
for preparatory and cutting tasks. Blade: 90 mm

Steak and Table Knife 

Due to the straight blade geometry, the 
exceptional sharpness of the edge of these 
steak knives maintains for a particularly long 
time - even on porcelain. Blade: 115 mm

Folder

The perfect accessory for gourmets who also 
want to cut food in style away from home.  
Blade: 89 mm

Models
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Handles Ergonomic and solid handles for fatigue-free working: 

The shape of the Nesmuk handle is as aesthetic as it 

is practical. In the case of its wooden handles, Nesmuk 

exclusively uses the very best, often hand-picked pieces 

offering exquisite quality and with certified origin.  

As wood grows naturally, every handle is totally unique 

thanks to the individual grain patterns, shades of colour 

and inclusions in the wood. In addition, Nesmuk also offers 

handles made out of two of thefinest quality high-tech 

synthetics Juma and Micarta.
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Bahian Rosewood
Origin: Brazil, extremely hard with with 
unique light red stripes

Cocobolo
Origin: Central and South America, red to 
golden-brown base colour, black-brown 
stripes-straight fibres

Olive Wood
Origin: Mediterranean area, pale brown, 
irregular, dark stripes, very unique grains

Walnut Burl
Origin: Europe, light weight, in this quality 
one of the most rare and expensive 
European woods

Desert Iron Wood
Origin: Sonora Desert in the USA
and Mexico, up to 1,500 years old

Zebrano
Origin: Africa, striking and distinc-tively 
striped grain, light base colour with parallel 
dark brown stripes

Karelian Birch Burl
Origin: border land between Russia and 
Finland, enduring, almost white wood, 3 
times stained with mordant

Micarta Red
Linen-resin composite with typical, break-
proof and resistant against moisture, acids 
and lyes

Micarta Green
Linen-resin composite with typical texture, 
break-proof, resistant against moisture, 
acids and lyes

Bog Oak
Origin: Europe, fossilized oak trunks which 
lay up to 5,000 years in bogs, swamps and 
rivers

Micarta Black
Linen-resin composite with typical, break-
proof, resistant against moisture, acids 
and lyes

Makassar Ebony
Origin: Indonesia, inordinately striped dark 
brown to black, precious wood

Eucalyptus Burl
Origin: Australia, very dense and hard 
wood, grey-brown-reddish hues with fine 
“eyes”

Grenadilla
Origin: Africa, dark brown, almost black, 
with black stripes, extremely durable, hard 
and heavy, easy care

Juma Black
High-tech synthetic with a high mineral 
content and break-proof, comfortable 
touch

Juma Ivory
High-tech synthetic with a high mineral 
content and break-proof, the perfect 
imitation of ivory

Piano Lacquer, black
High proportion of colour pigments, 
polished by hand to a high gloss finish

Piano Lacquer, pink
High proportion of colour pigments, 
polished by hand to a high gloss finish

Lapislazuli
Origin: Afghanistan, blue-gold-shiny 
gemstone

Birch Burl black
Small species of birch from Northern Europe, 
stabilized, high-contrast grain

Silver Hammer Blow
Made in traditional martelé technique skillfully 
refined by hand

Piano Lacquer, white
High proportion of colour pigments, 
polished by hand to a high gloss finish

Black Jade
Handpicked first-class nobility, very rare 
and known as stone of gods

Olive Wood
Origin: Mediterranean area, silk matt 
haptics, individual grain

Bog Oak
Origin: Europe, subfossil oak trunks, up to 
5,000 years old.

Piano Lacquer, orange
High proportion of colour pigments, 
polished by hand to a high gloss finish

Tiger Iron
Country of origin: Australia, unique striped 
gemstone

Desert Iron Wood
Origin: Sonora Desert in the USA
and Mexico, up to 1,500 years old
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Hardly any other knife reflects the origin and consistency 

of craftsmanship as clearly as the handmade Nesmuk 

knives. From fire welding, forging, hardening, tempering and 

grinding of the hollow ground section to the assembly of 

the handle: It takes up to four dozen steps to manufacture 

a Nesmuk EXKLUSIV knife. The end result is the utmost 

precision and perfection.

Nesmuk manufactures knives of this collection in three 

variants, which are primarily distinguished by the carbon 

content of the alloy. Carbon is an essential pillar of the 

achievable sharpness and edge-holding property.

Nesmuk EXKLUSIV C150: Meticulous and methodical 

concentration is given over hours and days to achieve 

this elaborate finde edge with ist characteristic black 

appearance underneath the wild Damascus Steel pattern. 

Up to 401 layers, faceted blade with double-sided hollow-

ground for reduced cutting material adhesion, carbon 

content: 1.5 %.

Nesmuk EXKLUSIV C100: Up to 350 layers of steel form 

the elegant pattern of wild Damascus Steel with the finest 

stroke at the blade. Faceted double-sided hollow-ground 

blade for diminished cutting material adhesion, carbon 

content: 1.0 %.

Nesmuk EXKLUSIV C90: The one-sided applied hollow 

ground on 210 layers of Damascus steel creates the 

unique look and excellent cutting characteristics of a hand 

forged blade. The lightest knife of the collection, carbon 

content: 0.9 %.

4.980 € 3.980 €

1.790 €

1.980 €

2.990 € 990 €

2.980 €

1.590 €

1.090 €

C150, Chef’s Knife 180, wild Damascus steel, 401 layers, 65 HRC, 
double-sided hollow grind, NPC-Coating, including: Nesmuk strop, 
leather sheath, polished piano lacquer case, certificate of authenticity

C150, Slicer 160, wild Damascus steel, 201 layers, 65 HRC, double-sided 
hollow grind, NPC-Coating, including: Nesmuk strop, leather sheath, 
polished piano lacquer case, certificate of authenticity

C100, Slicer 160,  wild Damascus steel, 210 layers, 63 HRC, double-
sided hollow grind, NPC-Coating; Collar: polished stainless steel, 
including: leather sheath, matte piano case, certificate of authenticity

C100, Chef’s Knife 180, wild Damascus steel, 350 layers, 63 HRC, 
double-sided hollow grind, NPC-Coating, including: leather sheath, 
matte piano case, certificate of authenticity

C90, Slicer 160, wild Damascus steel, 120 layers, 62 HRC, flat grind, 
NPC-Coating, including: exclusive black matte piano case, certificate 
of authenticity

C90, Bread Knife 270, wild Damascus steel, 210 layers, 62 HRC, 
serrated edge, NPC-Coating, including: exclusive black matte case, 
certificate of authenticity

C90, Office 90, wild Damascus steel, 140 layers, 62 HRC, flat grind, 
NPC-Coating, including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of 
authenticity

C150, Office 90, wild Damascus steel, 301 layers, 65 HRC, double-sided 
hollow grind, NPC-Coating, including: Nesmuk strop, leather sheath, 
polished piano lacquer case, certificate of authenticity

1.290 €

C90, Chef’s Knife 180, wild Damascus steel, 210 layers, 62 HRC, 
one-sided hollow grind, NPC-Coating; Collar: polished stainless steel, 
including: exclusive black matte piano case, certificate of authenticity

C100, Office 90, wild Damascus steel, 210 layers, 63 HRC, double-sided 
hollow grind, NPC-Coating, including: leather sheath, polished piano 
lacquer case, certificate of authenticity

Flawless 
and unique

E X K L U S I V
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490 € | 590 € * 475 € | 575 € *

490 € | 590 € *

590 € | 690 € *590 € | 690 € *

465 € | 565 € *

The Janus 
series makes 
life in the 
kitchen a whole 
lot easier.

The Nesmuk JANUS combines the extensive experience 

with state-of-the-art materials and production methods. 

The peculiarity uniqueness of the JANUS collection is the 

quality DLC (diamond-like carbon) coating.

This coating technology was developed to meet special 

needs and is used in medical technology, aerospace 

and Formula 1 engines, to name a few. Though only a few 

micron thick the extremely hard amorphous carbon layer 

is unaffected by acids, bases, extreme temperatures and 

similar aggressive actions.

At the same time, the film is scratch resistant and 

biocompatible. Depending on the application, there are a 

variety of different DLC coatings; for Nesmuk JANUS 

an extremely hard 2300 Vickers and opaque (deep black) 

coating variant is used, which is characterized by low 

friction values and enormous scratch resistance. 

 

The unrivaled Nesmuk steel also contains the rare 

element niobium which ensures the finest possible steel 

structure coupled with corrosion resistance. At the same 

time, a higher mechanical strength is achieved, making 

the blade stronger and tougher. The end result is an 

exquisite sharpness and increased service life and cutting 

performance.

Chef’s Knife 180, niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow grind, 
DLC-coating, including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of 
authenticity

Chef’s Knife 140,  niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow grind, 
DLC-coating, including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of 
authenticity

Slicer 260, niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow grind, DLC-coating, 
including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

Bread Knife 270, special knife steel, 58 HRC, serrated edge, 
DLC-coating, including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of 
authenticity

Chinese Chef’s Knife 180, niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow 
grind, DLC-coating, including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of 
authenticity

425 € | 525 € *

Office 90, niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow grind, DLC-coating, 
including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

Slicer 160, niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow grind, DLC-coating, 
including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

J A N U S

*depending on selected handle material8 8 9



The “soul” of this type of knife is perfectly reflected by the 

blade design, outstanding cutting performance and the 

balance between sharpness and service life. The peculiarity 

of the SOUL collection is the unique alloy of the steel 

blades:

The unrivaled steel Nesmuk uses contains the rare element 

niobium, which ensures the finest possible steel structure 

coupled with corrosion resistance. At the same time, a

higher mechanical strength is achieved, making the blade 

stronger and tougher. 

The tested steel hardness is 60 HRC. The end result is an

increased service life and cutting performance. Although 

the processing of steel is difficult because of its toughness,

 the combination of fine steel structure, the one sided 

applied hollow grind and artisanal precision of

manufacturing ensure the achievement of unique 

sharpness, which distinguishes Nesmuk knives from 

conventional ones.

Last but not least, the thin-edged blade and the solid 

handle ensure a low overall weight and thus easy handling 

and fatigue-free work, which is most appreciated by 

professional chefs. Nesmuk ergonomically shaped handle 

is available in various fine handle materials made of solid 

wood or hightech synthetics.

*depending on selected handle material

Extremely 
sharp, 
extremely 
stable

S O U L
390 € | 490 € * 375 € | 475 € *

390 € | 490 € *

490 € | 590 € *490 € | 590 € *

365 € | 465 € *

Chef’s Knife 180, niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow grind, 
including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

Chef’s Knife 140, niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow grind, 
including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

Slicer 260, niobium steel, 60 HRC, flat grind, flexible, including: 
exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

Bread Knife 270, special knife steel, 58 HRC, serrated edge, including: 
exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

Chinese Chef’s Knife 180, niobium steel, 60 HRC, one-sided hollow 
grind, including: exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

325 € | 425 € *

Office 90, niobium steel, 60 HRC, flat grind, including: exclusive black 
matte case, certificate of authenticity

Slicer 160, niobium steel, 60 HRC, flat grind, flexible, including: exclusive 
black matte case, certificate of authenticity
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285 €

from 490 € *from 490 € *

Soul, Folder, niobium steel, 60 HRC, foldable, including: leather pouch, 
exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

Soul, Steak and Table knife Set of 2, nitrogen refined knife steel, 60 
HRC, inklusive: exclusive black matte case, certificate 
of authenticity

Steak knife box for 4 or 6 knives, matt lacquer, velvet inlay with 
integrated magnets, for 4 or 6 Nesmuk steak knives or Nesmuk Folder

S T E A K  K N I F E  &  F O L D E R

from 590 € *

from 1.190 € *

from 690 € *

from 1.890 € *

Janus, Folder, niobium steel, 60 HRC, DLC-coating, foldable, including: 
leather pouch, exclusive black matte case, certificate of authenticity

Exklusiv, Folder 66 layers, torsion Damascus steel, 66 layers, 62 HRC,
NPC-coating, foldable, including: eather pouch, polished piano lacquer 
case, certificate of authenticity

Janus, Steak and Table knife Set of 2, nitrogen refined knife steel, 60 
HRC, DLC-Coating, inklusive: exclusive black matte case, certificate 
of authenticity

Exklusiv, Folder 11 layers, torsion Damascus steel, 11 layers, 62 HRC, 
NPC-Coating, foldable, including: leather pouch, polished piano lacquer 
case, certificate of authenticity

12 13



Accessories 590 €

690 €

Knife Bag, soft, vegetable-tanned cowhide leather, hand-stitched, black 
with stamping; magnetic knife rest, cut resistant due to Kevlar surface, 
offers space for 5 knives, strop and sharpening steel. Including: Care oil 
50 ml and sealable textile bag. Dimensions: closed, 49.5*11 cm; 
open: 62.5*49.5 cm

Knife holder, Material: solid stainless steel, matte brushed, solid oak or 
walnut wood, tempered glass, glass colours: black, grey, white rubber 
piping, high-performance magnets; Including: matte black cardboard 
box. Dimensions: 27*32*11 cm (W*H*D)

15



79 €

89 €

99 €

24 €

109 €

245 €

32 €

64 €

140 €

12 €

74 €

69 €

165 €

59 €

Leather sheath Chef’s Knife 180, Material: anthracite leather, 
vegetable-tanned, welting, Kevlar reinforcement, magnetic strip; 
Including: black matte box

Leather sheath Slicer 260, Material: anthracite leather, vegetable-
tanned, welting, Kevlar reinforcement, magnetic strip; Including: black 
matte box

Folder Strop, Material: Grenadilla, leather, diamond paste 5μ*1μ; 
Including: black matte gift box

Chinese Camelia Oil, Contents: 100 ml; camellia oil is recommended for 
the care of the handmade damask blades and the handle woods

Leather sheath Bread Knife 270, Material: anthracite leather, 
vegetable-tanned, welting, Kevlar reinforcement, magnetic strip; 
Including: black matte box

Sharpening Steel, Material: Smoked oak, finest highly hard ceramics; 
Including: matte black gift box

Wax Oil, Contents: 100 ml; Including: grinding cloth, cotton cloth, 
instructions

Leather sheath Steak and Table Knife, Material: anthracite leather, 
vegetable-tanned, welting, Kevlar reinforcement, magnetic strip; 
Including: black matte box

Folder Nappa Leather Case, Material: Handmade from the finest nappa 
leather and a built-in stabilizer; Including: black matte gift box

Folder Leather pouch, Material: Handmade from soft cowhide leather,  
offers protection against dust and scratches.

Leather sheath Chef’s Knife 140, Material: anthracite leather, 
vegetable-tanned, welting, Kevlar reinforcement, magnetic strip; 
Including: black matte box

Leather sheath Slicer 160, Material: anthracite leather, vegetable-
tanned, welting, Kevlar reinforcement, magnetic strip; Including: black 
matte box

Leather Strop, Material: Oak wood solid, leather, diamond paste 
20μ*5μ*1μ; Including: black matte gift box

Leather sheath Office Knife 90, Material: anthracite leather, 
vegetable-tanned, welting, Kevlar reinforcement, magnetic strip; 
Including: black matte box
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Every Nesmuk knife is totally unique. The Nesmuk engraving 

service also enables you to turn your knife into your very 

own personal masterpiece.

Engravings for Nesmuk kitchen knives are done on the 

collar made of satin or polished stainless steel.

 

Nesmuk Folder and steak and table knives are engraved 

on the right bezel. The engravings in bezels made of black 

precious resin are additionally engraved with white fine 

varnish accentuated.

Individual engravings of e.g. logos, signatures or emblems 

are possible.

Several times a year, interested parties take part in the 

factory tour directly at the place of origin of the unique 

Nesmuk knives to gain great impressions. Please contact 

us directly or find out more at www.nesmuk.com

395 €

42 €495 €

495 €

Cutting Board L, Material: Southern German crossgrain oak wood, 
natural or dark smoked, Nesmuk emblem, rubber grip feet;  
Measurements: L 435*305*40 mm

Serving Board, Southern German crossgrain oak wood, natural or dark 
smoked; Measurements: 270*180*20 mm

Engraving, Engraving of up to three letters 
in Nesmuk typography on chef’s knife collar, 
Folder bezel or Steak and Table knife bezelCutting Bench, Material: Southern German crossgrain oak wood, natural 

or dark smoked, Nesmuk emblem, rubber grip feet; Measurements: 
525*305*82 mm

Cutting Board XL, Material: Southern German crossgrain oak 
wood, natural or dark smoked, Nesmuk emblem, rubber grip feet; 
Measurements: XL 570*400*50 mm

Engraving

Factory tours

20 €
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SOUL Chef’s 
Knife
180

Chef’s 
Knife
140

Chinese 
Chef’s Knife

180

Slicer
260

Slicer
160

Bread 
Knife 
270

Office
Knife 

90

Cocobolo, Grenadilla, Micarta Green/Red/
Black, Bog Oak, Olive Wood

390 € 375 € 490 € 390 € 365 € 490 € 325 €

Bahian Rosewood, Eucalyptus Burl, 
Juma Ivory/Black, Karelian Birch Burl, 
Makassar Ebony, Desert Iron Wood, 
Walnut Burl, Zebrano

490 € 475 € 590 € 490 € 465 € 590 € 425 €

JANUS

Cocobolo, Grenadilla, Micarta Green/Red/
Black, Bog Oak, Olive Wood

490 € 475 € 590 € 490 € 465 € 590 € 425 €

Bahian Rosewood, Eucalyptus Burl, 
Juma Ivory/Black, Karelian Birch Burl, 
Makassar Ebony, Desert Iron Wood, 
Walnut Burl, Zebrano

590 € 575 € 690 € 590 € 565 € 690 € 525 €

EXKLUSIV C90

Bahian Rosewood, Cocobolo, Eucalyptus 
Burl, Grenadilla, Juma Ivory/Black, 
Karelian Birch Burl, Micarta Green/Red/
Black, Bog Oak, Makassar Ebony, Olive 
Wood, Desert Iron Wood, Walnut Burl, 
Zebrano

1.290 € – – – 1.090 € 2.990 € 990 €

EXKLUSIV C100

Bahian Rosewood, Cocobolo, Eucalyptus 
Burl, Grenadilla, Juma Ivory/Black, 
Karelian Birch Burl, Micarta Green/Red/
Black, Bog Oak, Makassar Ebony, Olive 
Wood, Desert Iron Wood, Walnut Burl, 
Zebrano

1.980 € – – 1.790 € – 1.590 €

EXKLUSIV C150

Bahian Rosewood, Cocobolo, Eucalyptus 
Burl, Grenadilla, Juma Ivory/Black, 
Karelian Birch Burl, Micarta Green/Red/
Black, Bog Oak, Makassar Ebony, Olive 
Wood, Desert Iron Wood, Walnut Burl, 
Zebrano

4.980 € – – 3.980 € – 2.980 €

Steak and Table knife 
Set of 2

SOUL JANUS

Grenadilla, Olive Wood, Desert Iron Wood 490 € 590 € – –

Bog Oak (stabilized) 550 € 650 € – –

FOLDER SOUL JANUS EXKLUSIV 
11 layers

EXKLUSIV 
66 layers

Piano Lacquer black/white/pink/orange, 
Olive Wood, Birch Burl black, 
Bog Oak, Desert Iron Wood 

490 € 690 € 1.190 € 1.890 €

Silver Hammer Blow 890 € 1.090 € 1.590 € 2.290 €

Tiger Iron 3.000 € 3.200 € 3.700 € 4.400 €

Lapislazuli 4.280 € 4.480 € 4.980 € 5.680 €

Black Jade 5.000 € 5.200 € 5.700 € 6.400 €

Nesmuk stands for craftsmanship of the highest level - the 

masters of several disciplines in our manufactory cooperate 

to create items that are proof of the possibilities of 

damascus steel and goldsmithing. Now and then, customer 

requests become real in the form of unique custom work.

For questions about individual custom work please 

contact us. 

Prices

Editions
unicums
unique
items
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Enjoy a world-class menu in the special 
atmosphere of the Nesmuk manufactory and 
get up close and personal with our Nesmuk 
Respect Ambassadors. The Genussloft („pleasure 
loft“) brings people together who value quality, 
dialogue and culinary pleasure.

We invite you to be our guest and enjoy a relaxing 
and stimulating evening with probably the sharpest 
knives in the world and Germany‘s best chefs in 
an intimate setting.

Quality, 
dialog and 
pleasure

More at www.nesmuk.com/genussloft
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